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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT – May 3rd 2016
New board announced by Paul Cameron
NZIHA has an appointments model for the Board and our Independent Appointer is Paul
Cameron, an experienced sports governance professional. Paul is responsible for
appointing the Appointments Committee and leading the process of finding and
appointing suitably qualified, and available, volunteers to sit on our Board.
At Saturday’s AGM Paul announced an interim board consisting of seven members that
will be in place for an initial term of three months. The focus of the interim board is to work
closely with our Operations Committee to ensure that NZIHA is able to deliver a full
programme of events for 2016 as well as to start working on a new model for working
together for the benefit of our sport going forward.
Your Board Members are:
Scott Collins
Sue Kennedy
Simon Lovell
Grant Novak (Chairperson)
Pete Shields
Mark Sutton
Ben Wilde
The Operations team will remain in place with:
Krys Beardman General Manager – Operations
and team members
Jenny Henry
Alethea Stove
+Lower North Rep (TBC)
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Sport Rebranding
We would like acknowledge the many hours committed to rebranding the sport from
Cluster Creative, a Wellington based company who have redesigned the association
“brand” providing the following:
 Logo
 Team Logos
 Graphic Icons
 Provided Specific Colours
 Utilised an “inline” bold font
 Introduced “Tag Lines” specific to our sport
 Provided brand photography colour filters

Samples shown here:

The New Zealand Inline Hockey Association will also move to;
“INLINE HOCKEY NEW ZEALAND” or IHNZ
Uniform for the New Zealand representative teams will also reflect these changes and
will be introduced as required. The NZ Senior Women will be the first team to wear the
“new” black (dark) and white (alternate) designed jersey to Italy when they attend 2016
FIRS World Championships in June. AAU teams will wear the second tier jersey based
on Charcoal (dark) and Light Grey (alternate). The banner headers and logos will be
phased in to use as appropriate.

Best regards
Krystyna Beardman
General Manager – Operations
Inline Hockey New Zealand

